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Abstract
. . . A lot of sensors nowadays are embedded in smart factories which generate massive
real-time data about the functional conditions of the manufacturing equipments. Com-
plex Event Processing(CEP) systems are involved to analyze continuous behavior of these
machines, detect undesired patterns and give alerts in case of anomalies. In this thesis,
we introduce an architectural design and concrete implementation of high-performance
system which is able to solve this problem raised by DEBS Grand Challenge 2017. The
thesis goes through the details of analyzing RDF streaming events to detect potential
anomalies using Markov Model technique. In addition, we conducted experiments that
showed promising results regarding low-latency anomaly detection and an ability to
scale up and out the system.
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1 | Introduction
Event processing has become in the last decade the favorable paradigm of choice in
wide spectrum of critical and daily applications which demand monitoring and reacting
to external events occurrence. A huge number of events occur each second around
us, especially if we consider the increasing tendency to integrate Internet-connected
sensors in all life aspects such smart cities and homes. Thus, the need for such paradigm
to extract the necessary information from distributed and heterogeneous sources has
become a very vital problem. By applying this paradigm, users are capable to specify
kind of events they are interested in among a flood of data, and to choose the appropriate
reaction upon it.
One discipline which takes recently wide attention is internet-connected machines
in smart factories(industry 4.0 (r)evolution) . In this environment, sensors readings
come in a huge scale. Thus, there is a necessity to analyze data content and react swiftly
to any inter-message orders or even failures.
In one aspect, the thesis deals with the problem of anomalies detection in manu-
facturer equipments by analyzing machines senors’ readings over time and give alerts if
any suspious pattern discovered. A reaction to such alerts can give attention to potential
failures thus save resources.
The proposed system in this thesis has been designed and implemented to fulfill
the requirements proposed by DEBS Grand Challenge 2017 which provided accurate
data from running manufacturer.
The thesis covers the different phases of data processing and anomalies detection
to tackle the challenge’s problem. But also we give a general overview of Event-based
Systems and anomaly detection approaches in chapter [2] in order to give the reader
basic fundamentals in the domain. In chapter ChallengeDescription[3], we explain in
details the challenge requirements such the query to apply, the structure of incoming
event-data as well as machines metadata. We introduce then our system design in chapter
[4], providing several UML diagrams and the parallelization possibilities. Chapter [5]
goes through the implementation details of different phases through the way to discover
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anomalies. Therefore, we present our efficient approach to parse incoming event data in
RDF format, then applying clustering and finally modeling the behavior of each sensor
of each manufacturer machine to compare its historical data pattern with a pre-defined
model. This would help discover an anomalous behavior.
In the last chapter [6], we explain how we integrated our system into the evaluation
platform provided by DEBS organizers, basically to check the correctness and measure
the performance metrics of the system. We present the message patterns that are needed
to be exchanged in order to trigger the evaluation platform. Finally, We include our
experimental results that are collected by running the system on multiple machines
separately with(out) variant number of threads. We suggested in the last chapter some
future goals to improve the system and to produce a systematic model which works in
wider disciplines of anomalies detection.
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In this chapter, we cover the fundamentals of event-based systems starting from event’s
definition which constitutes the atomic block in this kind of systems. Also we explain
the different components of event-based systems and the different interaction modes in
communicating between these components. In addition, we introduce quickly variant
approaches to detect anomalies apart of Markov chain model in order to give a wider
prospective on this field.
2.1 Event-Based Systems
2.1.1 The concept of Event
An event was defined by Chandy [2] as a significant change in the state of the Universe.
Chandy’s definition refers only to significant changes which occur and effect the state
of the universe. Hence, limiting the infinite number of events associated with time
increasing change to those events which are relevant to an application context. For
instance, it may be relevant that an object changes its position by a few meters (change
events) or to learn about the new reading of a temperature sensor (Status event) [1].
Moreover, a significant change might still be considered an ambiguous term. Therefore,
Chandy clarified that a significant state change is one for which an optimal response by
the system is to take an action. Vise versa, an insignificant state change is one for which
the system need take no action [2].
Basically, events of both types observe a specific instance of time taken form (
possibly continuous) signal. This timestamp might cover only one point of time(point
semantic of time) or an interval (interval semantic of time) depending on the event type
and application domain of capturing [2].
11
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2.1.2 Event complexity
The events is categorized based on its complexity feature. So far Events could be
simple(primitive) or composite events.
Simple(Primitive) event: The primitive events are isolated and without causal or
temporal relationship with other events. Typically it contains the timestamp, the com-
mon digital values. The primitive event covers a narrow scope of the system, but can’t
suggest the situation around it.[3] As an example, simple events may be individual
sensor reading like temperature.
Complex event: The complex event has temporal or causal relationship with one
or many other events. A complex event definition includes not only the semantic of the
event but also the relationships which constrain this event.
By having a complex event, more information can be captured about the environment
parameters. It can transform the basic meaning into high-level semantic [3]. For
example, a combination of primitive events like high waves, speedy winds, rainfall,
low temperature at the same time composes a complex event of potential hurricane
occurrence.
Building complex events from its constituent events are usually done through event
algebra operators that defines certain event constructors. Some of them are mentioned
by [11] such: (1) negation, (2) disjunction, (3) conjunction, (4) sequential order of two
events, (5) History of an event.
Last constructor implies that event2 is raised if event1 occurs a given number of times
during a specified interval) As an example, five failed logins with the wrong password
in the last 2 minutes causes an intrusion attempt event to be signaled. This kind of
events is called Derived events since they are caused by other events and often are at a
different level of abstraction [1] .
Hierarchical Abstraction
One commonly-used approach applied to organize composite events is building an event
tree consisting of simple events at the leaves incoming from different sources whereas
the inner nodes are the operators of an event algebra [1].
Two processing elements are needed to construct composite events:
Filters: ’Filters take posets of events as input and output some of the input events’ [9]
. Filters are defined by event patterns. Their effect is to reduce the number of events,
hopefully to those of interest or importance(e.g. surpassing a given threshold).
Maps: Maps take posets of events as input and generate new complex events. They are
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defined by pairs of input and output event patterns. Maps are also called aggregators.
Their purpose is to bind high level events with its primitive blocks [9] .
A relevant concept of the Hierarchical Abstraction of the system is View which contains
only a subset of the events at a given level and relationships between the these events.
They may be needed in case we would like to capture different level prospectives.
Figure 2.1 depicts two level Hierarchical abstraction and shows how filters and
maps output their events for the next set of filters and maps in the network.
The basic events in the lower level might be values coming from heterogeneous and
distributed sources. They input into a network of processing elements(filters and maps)
and turn to be hidden and complex as far as we move up to the target system.Event
rates decrease rapidly as it goes higher in the tree.
For example, Sensors may make readings every minute but generate events once a day
when their readings cross its thresholds(filters).
Figure 2.1: Abstract Event Layering
Another approach used to combine several events together is having a sliding
window [1]. In such approach continuous queries might be either relational algebra
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operators or advanced analysis phases (e.g. machine learning algorithms) applied to
subsets of streams’ tuples. Further details will be given in section [5.2], since this
approach is part of the pipeline phases of the Grand Challenge 2017.
2.2 Event-based system Components
Each distributed sense and respond system must consist of four following compo-
nents[2]:
1. Sensors: which are responsible to capture the state of the environment.
2. Processing agents: do the required computations that change the state of the
system itself.
3. Responders: carry out the actions that result in changes to the state of the environ-
ment(actuators).
4. Information dissemination network: takes part in between sensors, processing
agents and responders in order to transmit the information.
Other authors [1] consider that the reactive components hold the application logic and
takes care of the computations. Thus, no need to separate Responders component out
from Processing agents.
2.2.1 Designing Event-Based Systems
Authors in [2] provide two main concepts which affect significantly on the design of any
sense-and-respond system:
1. Shared Models for specifying interaction between agents.
2. representing sense-and-respond systems as Constrained Optimizations.
1. Shared Models
The shared-model describes the information that should be exchanged between sensors
and relevant components. It answers the question: what information should be propa-
gated from a producer to a consumer?
To introduce the concept, we would like to draw the following scenario: Consider a
production manager who would like to control machines behavior of a production line.
For this purpose, s/he expects to be informed immediately if any failure is likely to
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happen. Workers in the manufacturer are in charge of direct observing the machines
parameters(overheating,false output,throughput inconsistency and many others ).
The expectations of the manager can be formulated as models shared between the
manager and workers. Whenever the reality—as observed by the workers—matches the
model, this would imply a probable failure in the production line, the worker would
pro-actively alert the manager.
The alert is considered valuable to the manager, if and only if, it helps avoiding
undesirable consequences and taking further precautionary decisions. This piece of
information may be as small as a single bit indicating that reality matches the model
(i.e. failed machine). More preferable, the message can include additional information
such as Machine ID, the observations history.
Typically, the model is learned and described based on former experience and
tuned over time to help distinguish normal from abnormal patterns. However, some
undesired cases are likely to happen even when we define the shared model, which are:
A False Positive commonly called a "false alarm", is a result that indicates a given
condition has been fulfilled, when it has not [12] . In the context of previous scenario,
taking an action by the manager in response to a reported failure which did not not
occur essentially in the production line.
A False negative when a result indicates that a condition failed, while it was suc-
cessful [12] . For instance, NO alert is issued from workers side, even though some
machines endure from having overheating. Thus, the absence of an alert leads to an
absence of responses to the state change which could lead to undesirable consequences.
The simplest shared model is having no model at all. Every observation is pushed
to responders, because any value would be evaluated true based on the empty model.
This approach causes a significant overhead on the processing agents in order to filter
irrelevant events.
A sophisticated shared model: Sensors tree evaluates locally the readings to determine if
any activity fulfills the model, or might even assign probabilities to different possibilities,
especially in a vague situation.
As an example,a sense-and-respond system, which observes weather conditions and
gives an alert in case of probable rainy day, has a sophisticated shared model since
rainfall cases would not be measured always as an absolute yes or no, but as a probability
surpassing a predefined threshold or not.
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2. Constrained Optimization
In ideal world where there are no limits on resources such as communication bandwidth,
computational power, and energy consumption, sensors(e.g. information sources) can
send all their captures all the time to information sinks (e.g. Processing agents), and
leave the filtering task of significant information to a central processor. But when there
are constrains, both the problems of designing and running Event-based Systems is
considered as constrained optimization problems.
The system should not waste unnecessary resources by sending information which
would not make any difference as if they had not been sent to responders (i.e. not
significant events). Therefore, a design task is to build, maintain or modify sense-and
respond system in order to maximize its benefits subject to constraints(overall cost).
In this context, An objective function can by reformulated, from sensors’ point of view,
by minimizing a combination of the costs of false positives and false negatives over a
system’s lifetime. [2].
Therefore, It is important here to emphasis the role of having a specific description
of a shared model in reducing the amount of computation and communication thus the
overall costs. And as long as the alert(failure) is accurate as long as the cost of reaction
decreases.
Modes of interaction between components
As it is clear in the previous example, communication isn’t initiated by the manager
but by any observer worker, only when reality matches the pre-agreed model(shared
model).
However, this in not the only mode of interaction between components of Event-based
Systems [2]
• Schedule-based: Groups of components interact at scheduled times.
• Pull-based: A component requests information from other components, which
then reply to the requests.
• Pushbased: A component sends information to other components when it discov-
ers state changes relevant to its listeners.
The figure 2.2 depicts values of a parameter over time and when events might
occur based on different interaction patterns [2]. The upper curve has circular dots
which represent the communication events spaced regularly by time delays scheduled in
advance.
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Figure 2.2: the Three communication patterns: scheduled-based, pull-based, and push-
based
The middle curve has multiple pointing bolts represents the instance when external
requests are triggered.
The lower curve has multiple circular dots which shows the time instances of when the
values of the parameter value surpass given thresholds. So, events have been triggered
accordingly.
Scheduled-based interaction requires synchronization between all the partic-
ipants’ clock, otherwise it doesn’t work out effectively. Nevertheless, this kind of
interaction does not suit scenarios where urgent reactions are needed because it makes
restriction on the time slots available to transfer information(alerts).
On the other hand, Pull mode allows responders to initiate the interaction and ask for
the current status observed by sensors. but when should Responders do so? Responders
can’t predicate this failures time (i.e. failures could happen any time). Therefore, many
communication rounds between components would be created even though there are
17
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no useful information to share at the time of initiation. Moreover, This mode would
consume much more resources.
This kind of interaction is useful when there are some limited periods, failures are more
likely to happen (e.g. deployment of a new machine), but long term interaction, using
this mode, costs high because of the frequent responses.
An alternate pattern is push information from sensors.The sensors implanted in
a production line or any other system might be organized in a hierarchical graph such as
a tree. Each sensor sends messages when its measurements exceed a predefined thresh-
old. Push technology requires precise shared models to determine what information to
push [2].
Many systems combine advantages of poll and pull-based communication pat-
terns by getting warning based on information pushed by sensors, and then acquisi-
tion(request) of additional relevant information based on information pull [2].
2.3 Anomaly Detection Techniques
As the thesis concerns in detection of anomalies, we would like to conclude some
common Machine Learning techniques which gives a wider sight over the field of
anomaly detection.
2.3.1 Definition
Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in data that do not conform
to expected(normal) behavior [18].
Many challenges are implied within this definition as presented in [18] :
1. Defining the boundaries of every possible normal behavior is not an easy task.
Especially, if we consider domains where normal behavior keeps evolving and the
current definition might not be steady in the future.
2. Another issue is when anomalies are the result of malicious actions.These actions
adapt themselves to be appeared as a normal or when data contains noise that
tends to be similar to the actual anomalies.
3. Availability of labeled data which are needed to train and validate models used in
anomaly detection. These models can be defined through long-run experience and
might be alway tuned to reflect the normal/abnormal behavior. In our solution,
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the given probability threshold and number of transitions(N) to be considered
serves this aspect.
2.3.2 Machine Learning Approaches to detect anomalies
Machine Learning techniques require an explicit or implicit model to establish. This
model enables patterns under analyzing to be categorized into normal/abnormal. Apply-
ing Machine Learning(ML) principles intersect in many aspects with statistical techniques.
However, ML includes building an adaptive model which improves performance and
execution strategy depending on the previous results and any acquired information, but
in the other side it consumes much more computation resources [17].
Bayesian Network
It is a probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of variables as nodes and their
conditional dependencies as edges in a directed acyclic graph(DAG) 1. It is generally
used in intrusion detection and sensor network along with statistical schemes to en-
code interdependencies between variables and gives the probability of a future event
occurrences[17].
Neural Network
It is a flexible approach and adaptive to environmental changes which enables creating
behavioral profile and predicts a potential anomaly from a sequence of previous ones.
It is applicable in domains such fault detection of mechanical units and performance
monitoring of industrial components using sensor data [17].
This approach requires a training phase to build the neural connections properly based
on variant normal classes provided as input data [18].
Rule-Based
Similar to neural network, Rule-based approach has two steps. the first step(training): is
to learn rules from labeled data using rule learning algorithm such Decision tree.Thereby
each rule is attached with confidence factor. The second step is to find the rule which
captures the test instance[18].Thus, a test instance which is not covered by any of these
1source:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_network
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rules is considered as an anomaly. Rule-based technique covers multi-class and one
basic class (e.g. association rule algorithm which generates rules in an unsupervised
manner).
Clustering and Outlier detection
Clustering algorithms can be used to group data instances into clusters. According to
similarity or proximity criteria(Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance), each new data point
not classified to any cluster is considered as an anomaly. Furthermore, detection decision
might be attached with certain degree of being an outlier[17].
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The focus of Grand Challenge 20171 was on the analysis of RDF streaming data generated
by digital and analogue sensors which embedded within manufacturing equipment.
The ultimate goal of the challenge was to implement a solution which is capable of
detecting abnormal behavior of hundreds of real manufacturing machines using stream
of measurements provided by each machine. The Challenge consisted of two scenarios
that relate to the problem of automatic detection of anomalies. The difference between
the first and the second scenario is that in the first one the number of machines to
observe is fixed, while in the second scenario new machines can dynamically join and
leave the set of observable machines [16].
In addition to the correctness criteria which the solution should ensure, the per-
formance and efficiency aspect takes an importance during the benchmark process.
Therefore, the evaluation process was done using an online platform called Hobbit2
which provides automated test of the correctness, in addition it measures the throughput
rate and the latency time of the solution.
In the following, we provide a description of the query that will be applied to
detect anomalies in the behavior of the machines. Afterwards, we introduce the input
and output data format.
3.1 Query Phases
DEBS Grand Challenge 2017(GC2017) addresses the problem of anomaly detection of
machine behavior via Markov models technique. The intuition behind this technique
usage is to model normal operations of a given machine. Then incoming event sequences
1This challenge is organized by Distributed Event-Based Systems(DEBS) conference
2Holistic Benchmarking of Big Linked Data: https://project-hobbit.eu/
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are compared continuously against models to determine the probability of their occur-
rence. This mechanism considers event sequences as anomalies if they have - according
to the model - a low probability of occurrence comparing to a probability of normal
behavior [15].
Overall, the anomaly detection comprises three steps which are depicted as [15]:
(1) Finding Clusters using K-means algorithm.
(2) Training a Markov Model.
(3) Finding Anomalies.
Finding clusters is a preprocessing step for mapping event values to discrete states.
This is a prerequisite for training a Markov model in step two, that reflects transition
probabilities between the observed states(clusters).
A requirement of the challenge is to execute the previous three stages only for
events which falls under the last W time units. This is to account of incremental update
of events and consider subset of incoming events in order to build Markov chain model.
Step three uses the updated model to compute the probability of observing the last N
received events. The mechanism reports an anomaly if the resulting value is below a
given threshold [15].
Machine data have many sensors and the previous three steps must be executed
for each sensor’s dimension separately.
Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the three described query steps as Nondeter-
ministic finite automaton (NFA).
Figure 3.1: Three stages of the Grand Challenge Query - [16]
An event passes the sketched stages in sequence. Once the stream has started,
the activities for each stage are executed continuously. This means, an incoming event
(produced by each machine) makes a change on clusters that would be reflected on
Markov model [16].
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It is important to notice that anomaly detection phase does not begin before
receiving an adequate number of input values. In the challenge’s context, we refer to the
required input set to start executing the query as window size which defines the time
period between the first and the last event. Thus, several internal buffers are used to
maintain historical events data until the window becomes full; only then, the subsequent
phases can be triggered.
In Chapter [5], we introduce variant types of window policies used in event-based
systems and provide our implementation details upon it.
3.2 Data Description
The input data has two parts: (1) metadata and (2) measurements. Both are represented
in RDF and formatted using N-triples. Basically RDF is simple and well expressive data
model. The primitive unit of information is defined as a triple (Subject, Predicate,
Object). N-Triples triples are separated by white space or tabs. Each sequence of its
components is terminated by a ’.’ and a new line. [6].
3.2.1 Metadata
Metadata is given as a static file which includes information about the machine type,
the number of sensors per machine, max number of clusters that must be used in
order to detect anomalies during K-means stage and a probability threshold which the
multiplicative probability of last N-sequence should be compared with during anomaly
detection stage.
Below is a sample of RDF Metadata which provides information about one machine
(machine_0) and one of its dimensions (dimension_5). Associations in figure 3.2 are
defined by predicate component of each triple. These associations are enumerated in
the figure to ease tracking the following triples.
Machine_ID is unique through all Metadata file. Machine_0 object is derived from
class MoldingMachine via Link(1).
wmm:Machine_0 rdf:type wmm:MoldingMachine .
wmm:Machine_0 IoTCore:hasModel wmm:MoldingMachineTypeIndividual .link(2)
dimension_0_5 of the molding machine is depicted through link(3).
wmm:MachineModel_0 ssn:hasProperty wmm:_0_5 .
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Property _0_5 has a numerical value. Thus, it is linked to wmm:statefulProperty
node via link(4).
wmm:_0_5 rdf:type wmm:StatefulProperty .
Number of clusters is a property in dimension_0_5 node.
wmm:_0_5 wmm:hasNumberOfClusters "36"8sd:int .
There is a threshold for each dimension. It can be obtained via link(5).
wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 wmm:isThresholdForProperty wmm:_0_5 .
ValueLiteral is a property in wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 node.
wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 IoTCore:valueLiteral "0.005"8sd:double> .
ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 is an object derived from wmm:ProbabilityThreshold type
via link(6).
wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 rdf:type wmm:ProbabilityThreshold .
Figure 3.2: MetaData structure. Red rectangles represent user-defined classes whereas blue
ones represent object instances.
3.2.2 Observation Groups (Events)
Injection molding machines are equipped with sensors that measure various parameters
of a production process: distance, pressure, time, frequency, volume, temperature, time,
speed and force.
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Each machine produces at a particular timestamp one ObservationGroup (event)
which constitutes of 120 dimensional vector. These dimension’s values are, in principle,
sensor readings which are given in different types either textual (string) or numerical
(integer or double). All measurements are provided as RDF triples or more precisely as
instances of an OWL ontology which is available via HOBBIT CKAN site3 [16].
For the challenge purpose, we only deal with dimensions which hold numerical
values(stateful properties), since they are only applicable for K-means clustering phase.
Therefore, receiving any textual value should be filtered for the subsequent phases
during stream processing.
Each Observation Group has a timestamp which refers to the time when the
event has been produced by the machine. However for the sake of the challenge,
the generation of events stream by evaluation platform does not necessarily reflect
timestamp differences between subsequent events. Which means, higher throughput
speed might be applied irrespectively of the timestamp’s values that ObservationGroups
hold.
Below is an example of N-Triples format for ObservationGroup_1. Obviously, Each
observation group has a unique identifier that associates with a particular Machine_ID
(link 1) that is bound, in turn, with machine information provided already in metadata.
In addtion Each observation group has a timestamp(link 2), cycle (link 3) and
many Observations.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 rdf:type i40:MoldingMachineObservationGroup.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 ssn:observationResultTime debs:Timestamp_1.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 i40:contains debs:Observation_2.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 i40:observedCycle debs:Cycle_1.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 i40:machine wmm:MoldingMachine_1.
Injection cycle value is a property of Cycle type.
debs:Cycle_2 rdf:type i40:Cycle.
debs:Cycle_2 IoTCore:valueLiteral "2"xsd:int.
debs:Timestamp_1 rdf:type IoTCore:Timestamp.
debs:Timestamp_1 IoTCore:valueLiteral "2016-07-18T23:59:58"xsd:dateTime.
Here we include only Observation_2 via link(4) which is an object of
i40:MoldingMachineObservation type. It is connected via link (5) to dimension_9
and via link(6) to output_1
debs:Observation_2 rdf:type i40:MoldingMachineObservation.
3https://ckan.project-hobbit.eu/dataset/debs-grand-challenge-2017
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debs:Observation_2 ssn:observedProperty wmm:_9.
debs:Observation_2 ssn:observationResult debs:Output_1.
Output_1 is an object of ssn:SensorOutput type4. it is connected via link (7) to
Value_1.
debs:Output_1 rdf:type ssn:SensorOutput.
debs:Output_1 ssn:hasValue debs:Value_1.
Value_1 is an object of i40:NumberValue type which has the actual value as a
property.
debs:Value_1 rdf:type i40:NumberValue.
debs:Value_1 IoTCore:valueLiteral "-0.01"xsd:float.
Figure 3.3 depicts associations structure between the previous triples.
Figure 3.3: Events Data structure
As we can notice the actual sensors’ values can be obtained by traversing the graph
through this property path:
i40:contains/ssn:observationResult/ssn:hasValue/IoTCore:valueLiteral.
4SSN (semantic sensor network) an ontology derived from the OWL describes sensors and observations,
and related concepts
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3.2.3 Output
The output provides information about any detected anomalies. Anomaly Output
contains a unique ID generated by the system, sensor(dimension)_ID and Machine_ID
whose the anomaly belong to. In addition, it includes timestamp of the Observation
group which is located at the beginning of anomaly sequence(see 5.4.3).
The output data stream should be ordered based on the timestamp which Observa-
tionGroup has. Moreover, if one observation group produces many anomalies, then the
output data are sorted in ascending order based on the dimension_ID.
The figure3.4 depicts output structure and the following N-triples is a serialization
format.
UserNamespace:Anomaly_1 rdf:type ar:Anomaly. link1
UserNamespace:Anomaly_1 ar:hasProbabilityOfObservedAbnormalSequence "0.8"8sd:float.
Anomaly_1 is connected with debs:Timestamp_4 via link (2).
UserNamespace:Anomaly_1 ar:hasTimestamp debs:Timestamp_1.
UserNamespace:Timestamp_1 rdf:type IoTCore:Timestamp.
UserNamespace:Timestamp_1 IoTCore:valueLiteral "2017-01-17T00:15:00".
UserNamespace:Anomaly_1 ar:inAbnormalDimension wmm:_9. link3
UserNamespace:Anomaly_1 i40:machine wmm:MoldingMachine_1. link4
Figure 3.4: Output data structure
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Query Parameters
There are several parameters used through execution’s phases of anomaly detection
[16], These parameters are:
N: number of transitions to be used for combined state transition probability.
M: number of maximum iterations for the clustering algorithm.
Td: the maximum probability for a sequence of N transitions to be considered an
anomaly. The value of Td is specified for each dimension d for which the clustering is
performed. This value is read from Meta data.
W: window size for finding cluster centers with k-means clustering and for training
transition probabilities in Markov model.
Applying different parameters values affects significantly on the executions perfor-
mance as well as the results accuracy. As an example, having a big value of M (number
of iterations) might yield to a long execution time. But on the other side, it makes the
points assignments more precise.
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The system is designed to fulfill the challenge’s requirements explained in the previous
chapter. The system is built using C#.net (version 4.5) under Visual studio IDE. Basically
the execution takes place in the background, with a possibility to adapt the parameters’
values interactively.
The program is able to receive events stream either from a message bus service (e.g.
RabbitMQ) or directly from a local RDF file. As well as the possibility to interact with
Hobbit platform using a special adapter 1. The solution reacts based on event receiving
(Push-based interaction) on its input queue.´This means, the system is idle until it
receives any valid message (see [6.1]), upon then it processes the message’s content. In
case an anomaly is detected, a message is sent to the platform using an output queue
(further details are given in chapter [6])).
4.1 System Components
The execution core of the solution comprises of 6 main components which are categorized
here based on the section’s purpose. Thus, the section might be part of a class (methods)
or several classes. These sections are:
1. The Coordinator.
2. System Adapter.
3. Metadata Reader.
4. Observations Reader.
5. Event Distributer.
1The platform is provided by Challenge organizers as a mean to benchmark participants’ solutions
offered as a Docker container.
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6. Pipeline phases
(a) Sliding Window.
(b) K-means.
(c) Markov Model building.
(d) Anomaly Detection.
We introduce here briefly the purpose of each component.
The Coordinator: assigns parameter values, initiates objects of System Adapter,
Metadata Reader.
System Adapter: This singleton component works as a communication moderator
between the benchmarked system and the evaluation platform. It interacts with Hobbit
platform through three channels (queues), mainly to receive commands and stream data
and to send the output results.
However, before start receiving any events (Observations stream) some coordination
messages must be exchanged. More details about Hobbit platform API and how our
system adapter comply with will be elaborated in Chapter 6.
Metadata reader: has the task of reading Metadata file which is included as an embed-
ded resource within the system. Mainly the object has to extract only the necessary
information and maintain them in a designed data structure to aim of further processing.
The resource is provided in advance internally since the evaluation platform sends only
observations events.
Observations Reader: receives the Observation Group, as one event, from the
system adapter. Each observation group describes sensors readings of a machine at a
specific time. The reader splits each observation Group into its containing triples to
extract and maintain what it is relevant to the challenge context(further details see 5).
Event Distributer: each dimension (property) of each machine has its own
pipeline path used to execute the main three phases (window shifting, k-means, Markov
model, Anomaly detection).
Thus, distributing the work occurs whenever reading of one observation group is finished
in order to forward the event’s data over the appropriate pipeline’s path. Moreover,
variant approaches to parallelize the execution (e.g. threads) takes place here (further
details in section4.3).
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Pipeline phases: is held concurrently for each dimension of each machine. This
means, in case of an event consists of 55 stateful dimensions, this would lead to 55
pipeline paths to work either in a parallel or in a sequence.
Unlike the previous singleton objects which work on all incoming data, here
k-means and Markov-model objects are fully dedicated to only one dimension’s data.
(a) Sliding Window: newly received value must be added into the window. It Shifts
the window respectively(If needed) and drops the earliest event (further details in
chapter 5).
(b) K-means: once we have an adequate number of data points within the window,
K-means is applied on the respective dimension. Some requirements has been set
on K-means implementation by organizers will be introduced in chapter [5].
(c) Markov Model building: used to maintain the transactions history between clusters’
centers resulted in from K-means phase. As well to produce the probability’s array
of movement between any state to any other.
(d) Anomaly detection: calculates the multiplicative probability of transitions for the
last N states using probability array from the previous phase. Then the result is
compared with a special threshold maintained for this dimension.
If an anomaly is detected, this would trigger an alert immediately and would attach
all the anomaly’s information.
The output should be provided as bytes (UTF-8 encoding) and sent to System Adapter
again which held the responsibility of forwarding the results to Hobbit platform.
4.2 UML Diagrams of the system
4.2.1 Context Diagram
Figure 4.1 depicts the context diagram of the system which is represented as a single
high-level process. In addition, it shows input/output messages exchanged between the
system and other external entities (Hobbit platform, external data stores, etc.).
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Figure 4.1: Context Diagram-Level-0
Figure [4.2] depicts data flow diagram of process 0 (Benchmarked System) from
context diagram figure. Figure [4.2] shows how data flow between sub-processes
and memories. Here we replicated pipeline processes to indicate that we have similar
behavior for each dimension data. The number of replications equals to the number of
stateful dimensions in the corresponding machine.
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Figure 4.2: Data Flow Diagram of process 0.Benchmarked System
4.2.2 Sequence Diagram
Figure 4.3 provides the sequence diagram which depicts clearly the overall interactions
among those divisions over time. Note that red arrows indicates to messages from/to
outside the boundary of the solution.
Also the big rectangle encircles the respond part of the event-based system since
the solution listens always to its external queues and reacts upon it.
Create(i) messages: indicate to the initiation’s calls of pipelines objects for all
dimensions(properties) of all machines.
4.2.3 Class Diagram
Figure 4.4 depicts the class diagram of our system which describes the structure of the
system (i.e. the classes and the relationships among them)
Note that Singleton is static class that contributes in initiating several unique (only
one) objects such systemAdapter, MetaDataReading and one List of MachineQueues.
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Figure 4.3: UML:Sequence Diagram of the system
Each MachineQueues element maintains, in its turn, list of several queues (one for
each dimension).
Also K-means objects are connected to those queues through the list of Ma-
chineQueues becasue each object of k-means algorithm is specialized to work on one
dimension and not intervene with other dimensions data. Furthermore, MarkovModel
object is created along with the creation of its related k-means object (one to one
relationship).
4.3 Distribution Possibilities
Although there are multiple potentials to parallelize the tasks within the solution in
order to elevate the performance and decrease the overall latency, but in the other hand,
there are some dependency constrains set by requirements which limit the advantages
of having a distributed version.
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Figure 4.4: Class Diagram of the system
I would like to enlighten here some of those constrains:
First constraint: The anomalies output(if there any) should be sorted based on the
same time order which the input events were pushed.
Therefore, in case we want to distribute events over multiple nodes or threads.
This would require a synchronization in outputting the anomalies to respect the same
order.
In other terms:
Two subsequent events: et < et+1
if event et causes Anomalyi
if event et+1 causes Anomalyj
then output Anomalyi before Anomalyj
Second constraint: In case we detect more than one anomaly within the same observa-
tion group, then these anomalies should be sorted based on the dimension ID order.
In other terms:
Event et causes Anomalyi
Event et causes Anomalyj also
if (dimension[Anomalyi] < dimension[Anomalyj])
then Alert(Anomalyi) before (Anomalyj)
To tackle those issues and make the solution distributed as possible, we
focused on the system’s sections which might benefit from having multiple threads. Here
we propose various approaches to enable distribution option.
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First of all, we would like to clarify some expressions which we will use to avoid
misunderstanding.
Event preparing: refers to all the steps needed before pipeline execution. This
includes receiving the events from the platform, reading the content, splitting the work
over corresponding dimensions and triggers the respective pipeline.
Pipeline execution: refers to a complete execution of all phases starting from K-means
building Markov-Model and then anomaly detector for all dimensions of one observation
group.
First option:
To avoid having a synchronization issue which might be caused by the second constrain.
One might choose a simple but effective scenario by choosing one thread fully dedicated
to events preparing and another thread for pipeline execution.
Once event preparing is over, the second gets active. In meanwhile of pipeline executions,
if a new event has been received from the platform, it will be prepared immediately.
Figure 4.5: One thread for preparation, one thread for pipelines’ execution
Second option:
Empirically, The time taken for event preparing is relatively small comparing to the
execution time of all relevant pipelines (i.e. especially if the window size is relatively
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large).
Tpreparing << Tpipelineexecution
In this context, it is better to assign a fixed number of threads to take control of the
pipeline executions. which means, each thread executes several dimensions’ pipeline.
But eventually all threads need to wait until the other threads dimension output to finish
(to respect the second condition).
However, detecting whether other threads have finished their pipeline’s exe-
cution (in sake of correctly order the anomalies) is not also an easy task, since it requires
a periodically check. In meanwhile of pipeline executions, a new event can be prepared
by the specialized thread. The following figure [4.6] shows this scenario
Figure 4.6: One thread for preparation, multiple threads for pipelines’ execution
If we assumed that event preparing consumes much time than the pipeline executions
(i.e. a small window size or small value of M). Then assigning more than one thread for
reading a single observation group might accelerate the overall execution time. Hence,
ensuring that reading part does not make any bottleneck.
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Third option:
Up now we have only scaled up, however scaling out means adding more ma-
chines(nodes) to run the same process (event preparing + pipeline execution). The
hardest part then would be to split and synchronize properly.
One splitting criteria is distribute the incoming events over machines in a fair
scheme and apply one of the previous options internally. By doing so, collection all of
anomalies from all machines into one location need to be done, to make sure the order
of the events is respected (the first constrain).
This synchronization operation might lead to an extra pay-off, if one machine
takes accidentally long time to output its event (its event precedes the others) or if the
communication channels suffers from latency.
As a conclusion, there is no 100% correct option to apply which ensures
effectiveness in all aspects (high performance, low latency, valid for all window sizes
and respect constrains). Therefore, we have run several tests for multiple scenarios
using different parameter’s values (e.g. W,M).
The experimental results are included in chapter 6
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5.1 RDF Processing
5.1.1 RDF Stream Parsing
The system should parse RDF content and extract the necessary information in an
efficient and fast manner to reduce the overall latency and achieve high performance
results. Each event is a single observation Group(OG) which follows the data scheme
explained in Challenge Description Chapter. OG contains approximately 950 triples
encoded as UTF-8 bytes.The steps to parse streaming RDF are:
1. Convert bytes to string type, split each OG into its containing triples by using
period(.) as a splitting character.
2. Split each triple into its components (S,P,O) by using (white space) as a splitting
character.
3. Make comparisons between string constants and all triples’ predicates resulted in
from previous step. Such comparisons is achieved using Switch Case statements.
Hence, immediate discard of the triples which are not relevant for further process-
ing while maintaining object/subject values of necessary triples.
In the following, we drew lines under those predicates whose subject/object’s
values are interesting, therefore they would be maintained.
First part of an OG is the header which consists of triples to define OG_ID,Timestamp,
Cycle and Machine_ID:
debs:ObservationGroup_1 rdf:type i40:MoldingMachineObservationGroup.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 ssn:observationResultTime debs:Timestamp_1.
debs:Timestamp_1 rdf:type IoTCore:Timestamp.
debs:Timestamp_1 IoTCore:valueLiteral "2016-07-18T23:59:58"xsd:dateTime.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 i40:observedCycle debs:Cycle_1.
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debs:Cycle_2 rdf:type i40:Cycle.
debs:Cycle_2 IoTCore:valueLiteral "2"xsd:int.
debs:ObservationGroup_1 i40:machine wmm:MoldingMachine_1.
Second Part is for observations definition (here we provide only one) which con-
tains triples of Dimension_ID, Observation_ID, Output_ID and Value_ID:
debs:ObservationGroup_1 i40:contains debs:Observation_2.
debs:Observation_2 rdf:type i40:MoldingMachineObservation.
debs:Observation_2 ssn:observedProperty wmm:_9.
debs:Observation_2 ssn:observationResult debs:Output_2.
debs:Output_2 rdf:type ssn:SensorOutput.
debs:Output_2 ssn:hasValue debs:Value_2.
debs:Value_2 rdf:type i40:NumberValue.
debs:Value_2 IoTCore:valueLiteral "-0.01"xsd:float.
For each observation, we are ultimately interested in the float value(the object
node of IoTCore:valueLiteral predicate), although, we still maintain Observation_ID,
Output_ID and Value_ID. This because we need to keep the reference of each value to
its related Observation_ID and hence its related dimension. Especially, in cases where
these IDs are not all equal (e.g. Observation_1, Output_3, Value_5) then it would not be
feasible to determine which value belongs to which dimension.
Figure 5.1 shows ObservationGroup and ObservationsData classes in the system
whose their attributes should be filled while reading a single event(OG).Both classes
are initiated once. However, they are initialized each time a new event is received
after moving their content to another data structure(see 5.2). In other words, these
classes’ objects serve as a data container of incoming events to match the event data
with corresponding information from metadata.
Figure 5.1: The relationship between ObservationGroup and ObservationsData classes
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5.1.2 Metadata Parsing
Metadata are provided as a file embedded within the system. The file has string type(i.e.
no need for type conversion). Each triple comes typically in one line(i.e. no need for
triples separation). Using StreamReader class provided by C#, one can iterate over the
file to filter unnecessary triples and keep object/Subject values which belong to specific
predicates.
In he following, we provide one machine definition, interesting predicates are under-
lined:
wmm:Machine_0 rdf:type wmm:MoldingMachine .
wmm:Machine_0 IoTCore:hasModel wmm:MoldingMachineTypeIndividual .
wmm:MachineModel_0 ssn:hasProperty wmm:_0_5 .
wmm:_0_5 rdf:type wmm:StatefulProperty .
wmm:_0_5 wmm:hasNumberOfClusters "36"8sd:int .
wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 wmm:isThresholdForProperty wmm:_0_5 .
wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 IoTCore:valueLiteral "0.005"8sd:double> .
wmm:ProbabilityThreshold_0_5 rdf:type wmm:ProbabilityThreshold .
For each machine definition given in metadata file, we initiate a new object of each
class shown in figure 5.2. Moreover, red-colored attributes are filled during Metadata
parsing. MachineQueues contains number of internal queues equal to the number of the
machine’s dimensions.
In the other hand, QueueElement defines element’s type of the queue. it has sensor
reading taken from ObservationsData object (presented above). when Machine_ID are
identical.
5.1.3 Pros and Cons of our approach
Advantages:
1. No need to allocate extra memory for representing event’s triples in a graph which
is the basis of common RDF processing libraries (e.g. DotNetRDF 1).
2. Provides a high-performance and customized approach to parse RDF data and
extract information out.
3. Discard unnecessary, keep the relevant information: this approach fits well with
streaming fashion; Once we extract information from a triple we don’t parse it
1 http://www.dotnetrdf.org/
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Figure 5.2: MachineQueues class and its associations
later; whereas RDF libraries builds triples graph and then start traversing the
desired value through edges and nodes of the graph.
4. Support arbitrary order of triples, this means no need to have a pre-defined order
of triples within each event.
Disadvantages:
1. It requires a high number of string comparisons and string trims to extract the
desired information out.
2. It is not generic approach: It needs to be re-customized in case of any change
regarding data scheme or RDF serialization.
5.2 Sliding Window
Pipeline phases ae not applied on individual event, but on subset of streaming events.
This subset is denoted as Sliding Window and it is updated continuously based on variant
policies. We would like to give, in this part, a quick overview of those policies and then
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dive in details with our approach properties and how it was realized for the sake of
challenge scenario.
5.2.1 Eviction and Trigger Policies
The sliding window has two policies of update: an Eviction policy and a Trigger pol-
icy.The eviction policy defines when window’s event should be excluded out. Sliding
window drops only those events which are expired, Unlike tumbling kind of window
where the whole window is emptied and refilled from scratch. In the other side, Trigger
policy defines the criteria of inserting new events into the window [7].
There are three types of eviction/triggering policy for sliding window explained :
1. Count eviction policy: this policy allows the sliding window to maintain up to N
events then it is considered full [7]. Any new arriving event would enforce the
oldest event to be expelled out; except of that existing N events stay in the window
for forever.As an example, Count(5) specifies 5 events as a maximum size of data
to maintain.
Count trigger policy: states that the sliding window is triggered for every new
N tuples that arrive [7]. In another term, these events would wait outside the
window until they become N events, only then they trigger a sliding action. For
instance, Count(1) triggers the window for each new input event.
2. Time eviction policy: An event must be evicted, if it has been in the window for
more than T time units [7]. As an example, Time(10 seconds) policy would let
events stay within the window for 10 seconds. This means the window would
always contain the last 10 sec events. This kind of policy is expensive and requires
a continuous monitoring to ensure the window’s correctness since time is always
increasing and can be seen as a permanent trigger.
Time trigger policy: time(T) states ’that the sliding window is triggered every T
seconds, regardless of event arrival’ [7].
3. Delta eviction policy: this policy has two parameters: attribute to evaluate a
condition based on its values and a time delta value. In the other words, when
a new event e arrives, we compare its attribute’s value with those in the window.
If the difference is larger than Threshold, then we expelled the event out of the
window we express this condition as follows [7]:
valueincoming_event − valueevents_of_window >= Threshold
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If the attribute to consider has always an increasing value (e.g. timestamp )the
previous condition is valid. However, if an incoming event holds an attribute’s
value smaller than any value in the window, this would make the condition always
satisfied irrespectively of the threshold. Therefore, we update the condition, as
follows:
|valueincoming_event − valueevents_of_window| >= Threshold
Delta trigger policy: When an event e arrives at the window, the difference for
attribute is calculated between (e) and the last event that triggered the window
[7]. If the difference fulfills the condition, the window is triggered. For example
Delta(ts, 3), where ts is a timestamp attribute, the window will be triggered every
3 seconds according to timestamps of the data.
To ease the comparison for this policy type, It is recommended to keep the events
in the window sorted according to the attribute values.
One should keep in mind that these policies can be applied as eviction or triggering in
an independent way and in any combination.
5.2.2 Implementation Details
In the context of the challenge, the system responds to each and every incoming event
and pushes relevant event’s data into the window. This means the system should apply
count trigger policy count(1).
In the other side, the window includes events whose timestamps belong to the last W
time units. Therefore, we have to compare the new incoming event’s timestamp with
the window event’s timestamp. if the difference is larger than W, we evict the related
events out of the window. This means the system should apply a Delta eviction policy
Delta(Timestamp,W).
In general, time eviction policy can do the same work as Delta eviction policy e.g.
Time(W), if the attribute is an increasing timestamp. However, the time intervals of
streaming events do not reflect the real timestamps difference. therefore we can’t rely
on time as an eviction criterium for the challenge’s purpose. Moreover, applying time
eviction is much more expensive.
Figure 5.3 shows sliding window example that clarifies eviction and trigger policies
followed in our system.
We provide, in [Appendix A], the Method which manages the sliding window.
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Figure 5.3: Sliding Window example
5.3 Clustering using K-means
5.3.1 General description
K-Means is one of the most popular "clustering" algorithms. The input of the algorithm
is set of numerical data that composed of number of dimensions >= 1.
No labels are given to the algorithm since it is unsupervised kind. Labels are an essential
ingredient for supervised algorithms which have predefined categories[14].
The output of the algorithm is groups of data called clusters. These clusters contain
points which are closer to the center of the cluster, whose they belong, than any other
cluster.
K-Means finds the best centroids by alternating between [14]:
(1) assigning data points to clusters depending on the distance.
(2) calculating cluster centers (centroids) based on the assignment of data points
occurred in the first phase.
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The purpose of clustering within the Challenge scenario: As we have many data
points in each window, modeling all distinct values directly using Markov chain would
not be effective. Therefore, we group all the datapoints whose their value are close to
each other under one cluster. This helps representing each cluster(set of values) as one
single state later in Markov model chain.
5.3.2 Clustering in the context of the Challenge
We are given a training set x1,...,xw (w: size of the window). We want to group data
into a few cohesive "clusters." Each Datapoint represents one sensor reading. Hence, it
forms one dimensional numerical data xi ∈ R; but without labels yi. Our goal is to label
each datapoint within a cluster ci.
GC’s Special Requirements
K-means must be applied on each dimension of each individual machine. This implies
having hundreds of k-means instances and enables designing a parallel/distributed
approach since there is no information intersection between these instances.
In order to make the results of the algorithm deterministic and make the correctness
evaluation more accurate, many requirements were given by organizers to clear the
ambiguity of special cases such:
1. Each Dimension of each machine has its own value of (K) which is taken form
Metadata file. K represents the number of clusters in the normal case (The special
case see req.3).
2. To determine the initial cluster centers(centroids) after sliding the window, we use
the first K distinct values, in the stream of that dimension, as seeds.
3. If a given window contains less than K distinct values. Then the number of
clusters would be equal to the number of distinct values that we received so far.
Nevertheless, in the following iterations, we use all events within last W time units
to find the final cluster centers.
4. If a data point has the exact same distance to more than one cluster center, it must
be associated with the cluster that has the highest center value.
k-means execution comes to an end when one of the following criteria fulfills:
(a) Iteration counter reaches a given parameter(M: Maximal number of iterations).
(b) Convergence condition: All centroids’ values of two subsequent iterations get equal.
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To specify the equivalence accuracy,especially that values are float. We take on Cluster
precision (P) parameter: which determines if the distance between an old centroid and
a new candidate is considered equal or not. Thus, if the distance was less or equal
the clustering precision, we don’t take into account the new candidate as a distinct
centroid.
5.3.3 Implementation
The main procedure of K-means algorithm is provided below [K-means algo.] as pseudo-
code.
Algorithmus 5.1 K-means algorithm
Input: set of data points (DPs).
Output: K Clusters.
Begin:
1. InitialAssigningofClusterCenters();
do
{
2. iteration := iteration + 1;
3. DatapointsAssigning(DPs);
4. UpdateCentroid();
}
5. while (not K-meansFininshed());
6. BuildMarkovChain(DPs,Number of Cluster(K), DataPointCluster);
End.
All other methods which are called by this procedure are attached within appendix
section[Appendix B] at the end of the thesis such:
1. InitialAssigningOfClusterCenters: is called at the beginning of K-means execution in
order to assign the initial centroids(seeds).
2. UpdateCentroid: calculates the centroids’ location once each iteration.
3. DatapointsAssigning: iterates through datapoints of the window and assigns each
point to the cluster whose its centroid location is the nearest.
4. K-meansFininshed: checks if any termination’s condition is met at the end of each
iteration. Based on, it returns a boolean decision.
5. BuildMarkovChain: is explained later in section (5.4.2).
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5.3.4 Proposed optimization : Confined Influence
we propose an improvement for k-means algorithm specified for one-dimensional data.
By applying this optimization, we consider only the points of clusters which are directly
adjacent to updated clusters in the previous iteration, rather than checking all point’s
distance to all clusters in each iteration (classical k-means algorithm). The principle is
to measure the influence of the updated clusters on their neighbors, before propagating
and calculate distances for farther points. Thus, we make sure that the effect is confined
only to neighbors.
Next we provide next pseudo-code of k-means which includes the proposed optimization.
Algorithmus 5.2 K-means algorithm including the optimization
Input: set of data points (DPs).
Output: K Clusters.
Begin:
1. Repeat until convergence
{
2. Label ci where ci clusters that had a change in the last iteration.
3. For each datapoint xa which belongs to cluster ca (adjacent to ci)
4. if |xa − ua| > |xa − uj| // uj and ua centroid of ci, ca accordingly
5. Assign xa to ci
6. Update Centroids
}
End.
Therefore, In each iteration, we label the clusters that had a change in cluster center’s
location in the previous round (i.e. points are added or deleted to/from this cluster). We
consider only datapoints which are directly adjacent to the labeled clusters. We calculate
the distance of these datapoints to the labeled neighbor. If the absolute distance of any
datapoint is less than its current distance, we allocate the point to the marked cluster.
This optimization requires having an ordered list of cluster centers at the first iteration,
so we can indicate neighbors easily by list index.
Figure [5.4] shows six clusters, only two clusters(4 and 5) are updated in the last
iteration(i-1), therefore they are labeled. In the current iteration(i), datapoints of 3,4,5
and 6 clusters (the neighbors of marked clusters) need to be reconsidered. But farther
points(those belong to cluster 1 and 2) are not affected. Therefore, their datapoints
don’t get touched.
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Figure 5.4: Clusters of one dimensional data, clusters 4,5 are labeled
5.4 Anomalies detection
5.4.1 Types of Anomaly
Anomalies can be categorized into three types based on their nature [18]:
1. Point Anomalies: if an individual data instance is considered as an anomaly
always compared to the rest of data. For instance, a product weights more than
the normal standard weight. it can be immediately detected.
2. Contextual Anomalies:if an individual data instance is considered anomaly in a
specific context(situation), but outside this context it might represent a normal
case. The context is affected by the nature of the data set which imposes two
attributes:
(a) Contextual attributes: are used to determine the context itself. For instance, in
time series data, time forms a contextual attribute to determine the position
of the data instance comparing to its neighbors (the entire sequence).
(b) Behavioral Attributes: are used to determine non-contextual aspects of an
instance. An example, minus zero temperature is normal during the winter,
but considered outliers during the summer.
The anomalous behavior is detected based on the values of behavioral attribute
but within the contextual attribute.
3. Collective anomalies:if a collection of data instance is anomalous with respect
to the entire data set. As an example, if a sequence(collection) of sensor readings
causes an anomaly within a window.
Nevertheless, A point or a collective anomaly can be a contextual anomaly if it is
analyzed based on its context.
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Output of Anomaly Detection
the output results could be typically either as Scores or Labels based on the algorithm
and data nature[18]. Scores: a score is attached to each data instance to refer to its
degree of being anomaly. Based on score order, one might select subset of anomalies
which are listed at the top. Labels: a binary categorization in which data instance is
labeled as anomaly or not.
Based on the previous concepts, we can categorize anomalies,in the context of Grand
Challenge, under collective type because we consider the last N transitions within a
window that covers W time units. In addition they are contextual because anomalies
are attributed with a temporal context and they have Behavioral Attributes (sensor
values). In the other side we output anomalies when a transitive probability is below
a predefined threshold, otherwise we consider the data sequence normal(e.g. Labels
type).
5.4.2 Anomaly detection in the challenge: Markov Model
Markov chain is built out from a sequence of directed edges between nodes (states) These
edges are associated with a probability calculated based on the historical transitions
between a source and a destination node. As soon as we determine all the states of
Markov Chain Model, we can start interpret the sequence of events into transitive
probabilities along edges.
Typically, the normal behavior would be more frequent to happen than the abnormal
one. This means a high transitive probability over the edges between the frequent
states. Whereas the abnormal behavior would be associated with a low probability
(relatively).
In the context of Grand Challenge, nodes of Markov Chain model are the clusters(from
K-means phase) that contain similar sensor readings. Sequence of values which are rare
to occur within a time window would imply to a defect in machine behavior. Thus, an
alert should be outputted.
Once time window is shifted, new Markov model is rebuilt since clusters(nodes) would
be different and accordingly transitions must reflect the new event sequence.
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Markov Model : Mathematical Aspect
A stationary Markov chain is a special type of discrete time stochastic process 2. It is a
sequence of random variables X1, X2„ X3„ ... having the Markov property which sates
that the probability of moving to the next state at t + 1 depends only on the present
state at t and not on the previous states leading to the state at time t [8].
the probabilities which label the edges of Markov chains can be represented as Transition
Probability Matrix (a square matrix of size k) If the system has a finite number of states,
1, 2, . . . ,K [13].
P =

P11 P12 ... P1k
P21 P22 ... P2k
... ... ... ...
Pk1 Pk2 ... Pkk
 (5.1)
Pij denote the probability that the system is in a state j at time t+ 1 given the system
was in state i at time t. Each probability in transition matrix can be calculated from the
past observations of the system state as follows:
pij =
Nij
Ni
Nij is the number of events which cause a transition from nodei to node j.
Ni is the number of events which cause a transition from nodei to any other node
including nodei itself.
Sum of all transition’s probabilities out of nodei:
j=n∑
j=1
Pij = 1
The probability that a sequence of states X1, . . . , XT at time 1, . . . , T occurs is computed
as follows[13]:
P (X1, ..., XT ) =
T∏
t=2
PXt−1Xt
2A discrete-time stochastic process specifies how a random variable changes at discrete points in time.
As contrasted with a continuous-time process for which the variable takes values in a continuous
range[8].
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5.4.3 Implementation
Markov Model Building
Only once k-means phase ends, we can start building the transition matrix. For that
we have to go through historical event sequence to calculate each cell of transition
matrix (pij). We maintain the elements using an array of size K*K.[see Markov Chain
Builder]3
Algorithmus 5.3 Markov Chain Builder
Input: set of data points (DPs):array of double,Number of Clusters(K),DataPointCluster:
array of integer.
Output:boolean variable (if anomaly detected)
Begin:
1. Initialize TransitionMatrix(TM) as square array [K,K];
2. OutgoingArrowsPerNode := array of integer[NumberOfClusters];
3. for index = 1 to DPs.count()
do
{
4. TM[DataPointCluster[index - 1], DataPointCluster[index]]++;
5. OutgoingArrowsPerNode[DataPointCluster[index - 1]]++;
}
6. for Row = 0 to K
7. for Column = 0 to K
8. if (TM[Row, Column] != 0)
9. TM[Row, Column] := TM[Row,Column]/OutgoingArrowsPerNode[Row];
10. if (AnomalyFound())
11. Alert(MachineNumber, Timestamp, ObservedProperty);
End.
Each Markov chain builder’s instance is attached with a specific K-means instance. Hence,
if we consider: M: is the number of observed machines.
D: is the number of dimensions(properties) each Machine has.
Then Number of k-means instance = Number of Markov Builder instances = M * D
3DataPointCluster: an array, filled from K-means phase, contains the cluster index whose datapoint
belongs to.
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Anomaly Alerting
Output an alert about a dimension of a machine, if a sequence of last N state transitions
for that dimension has a probability below T. The alert should be attached with the
timestamp of the event which located at StartNode (see AnomalyDetected Method). In
the algorithm we denoted the node index where transition’s sequence starts from as
StartNode.
Algorithmus 5.4 AnomalyDetected
Input: StartNode (S),NumberOfTransitions (N),ProbabilityThreshold(Td).
Output:Boolean value
Begin:
1. AlertProbability = 1;
2. for index = StartNode to (StartNode+N)
3. AlertProbability* :=TM[DataPointCluster[Index], DataPointCluster[Index +
1]];
4. if (AlertProbability <= Td)
5. return true;
6. return false;
End.
5.4.4 An example
In the next table, we provide a sequence of events together with DataPointCluster
array.
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10
c1 c1 c2 c2 c2 c3 c2 c2 c1 c1
In figure 5.5, Markov Model chain is depicted where nodes are clusters resulted in from
K-means phase.
since we have only three clusters, then the equivalent transition matrix would be 3*3.
TransitionMatrix =

2/3 1/3 0
1/5 3/5 1/5
0 1 0

To discover if this set of events contain an anomaly, we calculate The probability of last
N transitions based on Transition Matrix. Let’s assume here:
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Figure 5.5: Markov Chain Example
N = 4 , Td =0.05.
The sequence of last 4 transitions would be: c3 → c2 → c2 → c1 → c1
which gives sequence probability:
P = p32 ∗ p22 ∗ p21 ∗ p11
P = 1 ∗ 35 ∗
1
5 ∗
2
3 = 0.08 > Td
Since the result is larger than Td, then no alert would be issued.
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sults
6.1 Deployment
The Evaluation of the 2017 DEBS Grand Challenge is conducted using the automated
evaluation platform provided by the European Union’s H2020 HOBBIT project. Prelimi-
nary steps need to be done for the sake of deployment of the system on the platform:
1. A system adapter needs to be developed to interact with Hobbit API.
2. Register into the benchmarking platform http://master.project-hobbit.eu to
get an access to Gitlab instance of the platform http://git.project-hobbit.eu
which hosts the data such benchmarks and benchmarked systems.
3. Push benchmarked system into the Gitlab project as a docker image either via
HTTPs protocol or by setting a public/private SSH key.
4. Write a metadata file to describe the benchmarked system and to be recognized by
the platform.
6.1.1 System Adapter developing
System adapter should follow the communication pattern of HOBBIT API to guarantee
receiving and sending data properly. At the beginning, there are two environment vari-
able’s values need to be retrieved from the evaluation platform during the initialization
phase. These variable are:
1. HOBBIT_SESSION_ID defines the session identifier of the current benchmark.
2. HOBBIT_RABBIT_HOST the name of the RabbitMQ host which is used by the
platform.
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The communication between the components(the platform and system adapter) is done
via RabbitMQ message bus service1. The adapter has to establish the connection with
platform’s queues whose The platform API offers. Each stores and delivers a specific
kind of messages
1. hobbit.datagen-system.<sessionId> (input queue):to receive generated data
from the platform.
The structure of messages in the data queue is defined in Event data section (see
Data Description).
2. hobbit.system-evalstore.<sessionId> (output queue): to send the results(anomalies
information) to the evaluation storage of HOBBIT.
The structure of messages here is defined in Output data section. see Data Descrip-
tion.
3. The command (input/output queue): to exchange commands in two direction
between the system and the platform.
Commands have a specific structure described in the following table 4.:
Start byte Length meaning
0 4 HOBBIT_SESSION_ID length as 32 bit integer
4 s HOBBIT_SESSION_ID
s+4 1 Command ID as byte
s+5 cell8 data (optional)
First four bytes are allocated to SessionID length. It follows with SessionID itself.
One byte is allocated for Command ID. There are pre-defined list of codes for
different commands used in the platform.
For instance, SYSTEM_READY_SIGNAL command has an id (0x01) used by the
system to inform the platform that its initialization phase has finished and it’s
ready to receive data.
TASK_GENERATION_FINISHED Command has an id (0x0F) used by the platform
to inform the benchmarked system that data generation is finished and data will
be sent soon.
The command queue is implemented as RabbitMQ Exchange. Exchange mediates
between producer and consumer(i.e. we don’t have a single direct connection) and
delivers messages based on variant criteria. Using this broker, multiple consumers could
be connected to one producer (Publish/subscribe pattern).
1https://www.rabbitmq.com/
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The exchange settings should be set,in the challenge, as follows:
1. name="hobbit.command": Name of the exchange. However The queue that is
bound to this exchange has an autogenerated name.
2. type="fanout": it broadcasts all the messages it receives to all the queues it knows
[10].
3. durable=false: RabbitMQ will empty our queue messages once it is disconnected
[10].
4. autoDelete=true: the queue is deleted when all consumers have finished [10].
The other two queues(Data & evalstore) have to be setup as follows:
1. name = queue name.<SessionId>
2. durable = false
3. exclusive = false: queues are only accessed by the current connection, and are
deleted when that connection closes.
4. autoDelete = true.
Figure [6.1] shows how System adapter interacts, in practice, with platform API over
time.
Once system adapter is being initialized by the coordinator, it establishes connec-
tions with hobbit.datagen-system,hobbit.system-evalstore queues and woth Command
exchange. In addition, system adapter creates two event handlers(listeners) which
react to any incoming message over data or command queues. Once all is configured
correctly, it sends SYSTEM_READY_SIGNAL command through the command queue. It
waits asynchronously while the platform is generating events data. It expects eventually
TASK_GENERATION_FINISHED Command and right after the events data. Apart of this
communication pattern(command type & message order) any other message would be
neglected.
All messages (event data, commands, anomalies output) are sent as bytes in UTF-8
encoding format. Therefore, an appropriate datatype conversion might be needed.
The platform is a blackbox for the system.Therefore, testing the functionality
of the adapter or our approach correctness online is not an easy task because error
messages are not always informative.
To trace the error reasons, we implanted sometimes delay instructions(e.g. 1 minute)
among the suspicious parts of our code. Hence, an over-delayed result implies that the
current run has been executed at least up to the delay instruction correctly.
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Figure 6.1: Sequence Diagram of system adapter interaction with HOBBIT platform.
6.1.2 Containerization
Docker 2is used as a framework for the containerization since the System has to be
pushed to git project as a docker image container. A docker file with the following
statements is needed to build the docker image:
1. FROM mono:4.6.2
2https://www.docker.com/
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2. RUN mkdir -p /usr/src/debs
3. ADD . /usr/src/debs
4. WORKDIR /usr/src/debs
5. CMD [ "mono", "DEBS17.exe" ]
Mono is is an open source implementation of Microsoft’s .NET Framework, enables
running .net application on Linux core which docker system basically supports. 3 In
the second statement we created a new directory(/usr/src/debs) then we copied all
files located at the same path of the executable file of our system(DEBS17.exe) into this
directory. Finally CMD runs the executable file using Mono.
Docker file should be located at the same path as .exe does. The previous state-
ments can be executed to build an image using any powershell which supports docker
framework:
docker build -t git.project-hobbit.eu:4567/<user_name>/<project_name>
We push then the image to Gitlab by executing:
docker push git.project-hobbit.eu:4567/<user_name>/<project_name>
6.2 Experiment Results
6.2.1 System evaluation locally
Experimental Setup: We tested our system by reading 50000 events from a local file on
the following two computing environments.
(a) A notebook with 4×3.5 GHz (8 threads, Intel Core i7-4710MQ), 8 GB RAM (L1
Cache 256 KB, L2 Cache 1024 KB, L3 Cache 6144 KB), and 64 Bit support.
(b) An in-house shared memory infrastructure with 32 × 2.3 GHz (Quad-Core AMD
Opteron(tm) Processor 8356), and 280 GB RAM (L1d cache 64 KB, L1i cache 64 KB,
L2 cache 512 KB, L3 cache 2048 KB), and 64 Bit support.
3Having an older version of Mono caused a problem in creating communication channel with RabbitMQ
during online evaluation. This issue is solved apparently in later versions e.g. 4.6.2
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We measured in our experiments throughput relation with Window size(W) and
number of cluster(K) paramters (how many events are consumed per second) by exploit-
ing a variant number of threads. We assigned one thread for Event Preparing phase since
it takes execution time much smaller than Pipeline Execution phase. However, as we will
see later, assigning the appropriate number of threads for Pipeline Execution phase is
tightly relied on Parameter values such W, K.
Adapting the window size (W) : Figure [6.2] shows the relation between the absolute
throughput with different window sizes W,using the notebook, for a different number of
threads. In general, larger window size leads to lower throughput since computational
overhead increases significantly specifically for clustering phase.
In Figure [6.3], throughput is normalized over [0, 100] interval to in order to compare
relatively the values resulted in from applying different number of threads. Evidently, the
benefit of multi-threading arises as much as window sizes grows since synchronization
overhead is neglected comparing to long computational tasks assigned to each thread
for executing query phases. In general, our system scales best when synchronization
overhead is relatively little comparing to the computational task.
Figure 6.2 Figure 6.3
Overall scalability is measured in figure [6.4] by introducing three different window
sizes small(W=10), moderate(W=100) and large(W= 500). It can be noticed that
small window sizes (e.g. W = 10) doesn’t effect on throughput positivity with increasing
number of workers. However, for moderate to large window sizes, the system scales
increasingly concerning throughput when we use higher the number of worker. This is
shown when w=500 since throughput doubled by 2,5 when scaling from one to nine
threads .
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The same experiments are done on the shared-memory infrastructure. The results shown
in figure [6.6] confirms the conclusion which we made already with notebook machine.
However, there is a difference in the performance aspect seen in figure [6.5]. For
example two-threads experiments is four four times slower compared to the notebook
infrastructure due to the older hardware.
Figure 6.5 Figure 6.6
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In Figure [6.7], we measure scalability improvements of up to 60% when W=250.
Nevertheless, it can be also seen that it is not always optimal to use a high number of
threads – even if the problem is highly parallelizable.
Figure 6.7
Adapting the number of clusters K: In Figure [6.8], we plot the absolute throughput
for a varying number of clusters and different threads. We fixed the window size to
W=100 as a moderate value. Not surprisingly, an increasing number of clusters leads to
reduced throughput due to the increased computational complexity of the clustering
problem. Evidently, increasing the number of threads increases the throughput up to a
certain point. This is consistent with the findings above.
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6.2.2 System evaluation under Hobbit
The system has been evaluated using a machine with the following specification 2×64
bit Intel Xeon E5-2630v3 (8-Cores, 2,4 GHz, Hyperthreading, 20MB Cache, each proc.),
256 GB RAM, 1Gb Ethernet.
Latency and throughput are the main metrics measured by the benchmark and they are
defined in [16] as belows:
Latency:is calculated as the difference between (1) the system clock time when the
output tuple was put by the solution under evaluation into the output queue and (2) the
system clock time when the last contributing input tuple was consumed by the solution
from the input queue.
Throughput: how many bytes per second the system is able to process.
Two stages were held to qualify the systems: first stage was mainly to evaluate the
correctness of the systems where only one machine was producing events. While in the
second stage, 1000 machines were producing stream of events at the same time.
Another significant aspect in the second stage was changing window size parameter to
become 500 where it was 10 in the first qualification.
In the following table we provide more details about the input settings and the results
we achieved.
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The first stage 4 The second stage 5
Number of events 1000 1000
Window size 10 500
Correct anomalies 72 61
Event interval(ns) 1 ∗ e7 1
Average Latency(ns) 14.2 99.5
Throughput(MB/S) 16.73 16.6
Finally, It worths to mention that our system has been selected as one of the best 4
solutions among the participants and we won the Audience Award for presenting our
published paper 5 during the conference.
4Online Results: http://master.project-hobbit.eu/#/experiments/details?id=1493326193095
5Online Results: http://master.project-hobbit.eu/#/experiments/details?id=1496385074210
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In this work, we presented an event based system that aims to detect anomalies of
manufacturing machines. The system analyses RDF streaming data generated by digital
and analogue sensors by applying variant stages such clustering and building Markov
chain model for each dimension of each machine. We introduced through the thesis the
system design and explained all detailed implementation of the system to achieve this
aim. The experimental results showed that the system scales up especially for moderate
and large window size. In addition, the system detects anomalies in low average latency
and high throughput.
As a future work, the system should support multiple input data format other
than RDF and engage database system into the play in order to maintain the historical
results and enables the system to adapt its evaluation process based on previous anoma-
lies/fraud detection.
The current system’s architectural model can be applied to other similar applications
such as network intrusion or fraud detection by applying variant Machine Learning
techniques. Therefore, a future work might be enabling these techniques within the
system to compare which of them gives the best results for different problem domains.
Also, a work needs to be done to distribute the system on multiple nodes to achieve a
higher throughput.
For this end, our published paper [5] proposes a distributed CEP system denoted
as StreamLearner to support Machine Learning complex event detection and provide a
generic programing model for a wide-range of applications.
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A | Sliding Window Method
Algorithmus A.1 Window Sliding
Input: a new event (e).
Begin:
1. QueueElement Event :=MachineQueues[MachineIndex].Queues[PropertyIndex].Dequeue;
2. Window.Add(Event); // Add the event to the window list at the end.
3. difference := Timestampnewest_event - Timestampoldest_event ;
4. while (difference.TotalSeconds > W) do
{
5. Remove the oldest event from the window.
6. recalculate time difference between the oldest and newest event in the window.
}
7. if (difference.TotalSeconds = W)
8. start K-means // the window is valid.
End.
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B | Sub-Methods of K-means Algo-
rithm
Algorithmus B.1 InitialAssigningofClusterCenters
Begin:
1. ClusterCenters.count :=0;
2. for each datapoint in the window DPi
3. if (ClusterCenters.count <> k) and (ClusterCenters has no (DPi))
4. make DPi as a ClusterCenter ;
End.
Algorithmus B.2 Update cluster centers
Input: clusters information.
Ouput: updated locations of clusters.
Begin:
1. for each cluster Cj:
{
2. if (sum of elements’ value in Cj = 0)
3. Cj := 0;
4. else Cj =
sumofelementvaluesinCj
numberofelementsinCj
}
End.
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Algorithmus B.3 DatapointsAssigning
Input: set of data points (DPs).
Begin:
1. for each datapoint in window DPi:
{
2. TempIndex := -1;
3. Distance = |DPi −DPi.ClusterCenter|; //initially all DPi are assigned to C0
4. for each Cluster Cj:
{
5. TempDistance := |DPi − Cj|;
6. if (TempDistance < Distance)
{
7. Distance := TempDistance;
8. Tempindex := j
}
9. else if (TempDistance = Distance) and (Cj > DPi.ClusterCenter)
{
10. Distance := TempDistance;
11. TempIndex := j;
}
12. if (TempIndex <> -1 )
{
13. remove DPi from Cj
14. add DPi to CTempIndex
}
}
End.
Algorithmus B.4 K-meansFininshed
Output: boolean decision whether algorithm terminates or not.
Begin:
1. boolean Passed := true;
2. if (iteration > MaximalIteration Parameter)
3. return true;
4. for each cluster Cj:
5. if not (|Cj − previousCj| <= 0.00001)
6. Passed := false;
7. return Passed;
End.
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